
Eight Days of Lazy 
 

For a long time, growing up, I thought the world was flat. Unconsciously, I clung to the 
archaic concept that Earth was a plane or disk floating in orbit.  That gravity mystically 
prevented people and large bodies of water from falling off the edge. In hindsight, this mis-
education must have stemmed from my earliest recollection of a world map. I must have been 
four years old when the world presented itself to me as a beautifully colored poster, plastered 
across my classroom wall. It was a flat, rectangular poster. The lines and shapes were pretty. It 
appeared as though somehow, with some manipulation, all the pieces might fit together like a 
jigsaw puzzle. With this observation, the image of the world and its dimensions were sealed in 
my mind with unquestionable certainty.  

 
As I grew older, whenever confronted with an alternate, spherical model of the map, I 

rationalized facts and drew up creative explanations as to why, in science classes, teachers 
chose to display the flat world as a circle. Fundamental differences in perception, I assumed.  

 
Many years later, a comical yet critical line of observation and questioning during a 

physics class would lead me to the earth-shattering revelation that the world was in fact, not 
flat. At this time, I was 16.  A young adult harboring a toddler’s worldview. A looming cloud of 
doubt would cast the days, weeks and years that followed. Doubt, in small part about my mis-
educators and mis-education, but largely about myself. It was as though I had been living in my 
own planar, proverbially un-true universe. 

 
 In subsequent years, I would busy myself by learning more about physics. And 

education. And the world. I would later read a book that suggested the world was indeed flat. 
The author thought it a clever metaphor to describe interconnectivity of people and places 
through technology. I thought it a slight on my long held beliefs. I occupied myself by posing 
more questions, which brought new clouds of doubt. In my quest for re-design, I encountered 
more authors of confusion along the way. I compounded this with more busyness. Eventually, I 
grew weary and longed for time and space away from the disappointingly round world. I 
would need a whole week- no- a little longer, to manipulate all the shapes and lines.  

 
I decided to retreat from my perpetual busyness early last year. I left my job and granted 

myself permission to be unbothered and lazy for eight full days. Permission to deconstruct my 

former Earth. To reconfigure all I ever consumed, clung to, prayed for and forgotten. In this 

extended week, I was by myself. No props, no background, no tangible context. Only color. Each 

day in the Eight Days of Lazy series represents a world of its own. It’s unique abuse and excess, it’s 

own due global warming. It’s own shapes and pretty lines. In each world, I found sporadic instances 

of harmony, but most times, the pieces of me waged violent wars against one another. Unlike the 

book I read and the jigsaw, people and places of these worlds did not always connect.  
  

It may take a while before I can fully reconcile what happened in those eight days. But now 

and here, I invite you into my inner world(s) of sloth as you view this on-going body of work. 

 Welcome, and join me in this colorful attempt at evolution. Not to be too intrusive, but I sense 

and hope you might recognize something familiar in the hues. That you might find a link between 

days one and eight. That outside of my art and in your real lives, you might permit yourself to 

luxuriate in prolonged laziness, whenever necessary. That you may, on day 3 or 4, have an overdue 

conversation with your four-year old self…. Or, simply wonder how anyone could believe the world 

was flat… 


